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ABSTRACT 

In massive multi-agent systems that are used to model some complex systems, emergence is a key feature that 

allows to model high-level states of such systems. According to this perspective, the work we introduce in this 

paper entails the handling of emergence in massive multi-classifiers that we consider as complex systems. We aim 

to build a collaborative system for supervised data classification that we expect to provide better performance, 

compared to conventional classifiers. Modeled as a multi-agent system, the massive multi-classifier is composed 

of a high number of agents that are interconnected according to a given neighborhood. Each agent plays the role 

of a weak classifier. At the micro-level, the elementary interaction between agents consists of combining their 

respective classification results. Every agent, according to the majority vote rule, combines its result with those of 

its neighbors by taking into account their respective performances. This process is iterated continuously in a cyclic 

manner within the neighborhood of each agent. Therefore, a complex dynamic will be created within the system. 

After a certain time, this complex dynamic stabilizes, allowing the exhibition of an emergent structure that will be 

observed at the macro-level and is considered as a consensual class prediction for the data we want to classify. 

Obtained experimental results and the comparison with conventional classifiers show the potential of the approach 

to enhance classification and to be an alternative for classifier combination and aggregation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In automatic data classification, precision is a crucial aspect. Enhancing precision still remains an open 

issue. Since the First classifiers were proposed —which were simple and acted individually—, their 

accuracy has continued to increase asymptotically. We can see that there are many research works 

proposing new approaches to achieve more powerful classifiers [1]-[3]. Moreover, since the volume and 

dimensionality of data to be processed are increasing, it has become necessary to design and use more 

complex and sophisticated classifiers to process the data [4]. The collaboration of classifiers was among 

the former approaches, but also the most used to overcome the complex data classification problem. 

Such approaches propose collaborative architectures by combining multiple classifiers using various 

schemes [5]. Parallel and series combinations are both trivial schemes that make collaborate classifiers. 

According to the state-of-the-art in the field of classifier combination, it has been demonstrated that the 

combination of classifiers according to different schemas can produce better results compared to those 

obtained by the classifiers considered separately [6]-[9]. 

Since automatic classification of data is often involved in data processing systems, looking for and 

reaching acceptable accuracy in such systems remain an important need. So, it remains always necessary 

to propose new architectures of classifier combinations. Indeed, the complexity of processed data and 

their huge volumes often hide complex patterns and relationships, where classical Multi-Classifier 

Systems (MCSs) based on simple combinations cannot be considered to elucidate such relationships and 

patterns. So, we believe that the use of diversity provided on one hand by the multiplicity of 

classification algorithms and on the other hand on the diversity within the sets of training data, allows 

us to propose new unconventional and more sophisticated MCSs to deal with complex data [10]-[11]. 

Furthermore, in order to take advantage of the large volumes of training data, it is not appropriate to use 

multi-classifiers with a low number of elementary classifiers. Indeed, if the volume of training data 

assigned to each classifier is big, then it results in some conventional classification flaws, such as over-

fitting and lack of generalization [12]. Therefore, it is necessary to conceive massive multi-classifiers 
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that can handle large masses of training data and have good performance in terms of generalization and 

accuracy. Moreover, the volume, variety and velocity properties with which big data are often defined 

represent challenges in the field of data mining [13]. According to our point of view, these factors 

increase the complexity of the system and diversity of classifiers. These are actually the two key aspects 

in the proposed MCS. 

However, with a massive multi-classifier that consists of hundreds or even thousands of elementary 

classifiers, we cannot adopt conventional combination schemes, such as parallel or serial. It is therefore 

necessary to propose new collaborative architectures of classifiers that allow the use of a large number 

of elementary classifiers ensuring a coherent and parsimonious integration of the involved classifiers. 

Indeed, classical combinations of elementary classifiers through serial, parallel or hybrid combinations 

have not resulted into efficient classifiers, particularly when they are used in the context of big data. 

This is also true with classifier aggregation, such as boosting and bagging. In such a context, the classical 

techniques for classifier combination do not carry the high diversity of data. They also do not allow 

enough interaction between the elementary classifiers in order to produce a consensual classification. 

Furthermore, classical combination of classifiers and their aggregation cannot be used with massive 

multi-classifiers that involve hundreds or thousands of elementary classifiers. This is because it would 

be hard to ensure an explicit interaction within such large sets of interacting elements. 

Emergence is an inherent property of complex systems. Despite its wide scientific use, the concept of 

emergence is not defined unequivocally, since it is used differently depending on the discipline. 

However, the concept of emergence can be defined as the appearance of a new property of the system 

at a higher level of observation, called macro-level; this phenomenon results from a dynamic interaction 

among entities at a micro-level of a complex system. Several computational paradigms are used to model 

complex systems [14]. Such systems are characterized by a large number of entities that locally interact 

producing a complex dynamic environment that in turn leads to emergent properties within the system. 

In this work, we propose an architecture of massive multi-classifier system that simulates a complex 

system. Each element in such a system represents a classifier located in a neighborhood of other 

classifiers and with which it interacts, exchanging data and decisions (the labels of the data point). Thus, 

a dynamic environment is created within the system which consists of perpetual exchange of information 

among classifiers located in neighborhoods. After a certain time, this leads to spreading of emerging 

decisions in the entire system. 

Within a given neighborhood, classifiers proceed with a classical parallel combination with weighted 

majority voting [15]. Then, the decision taken by the agent at the center of its neighborhood is adopted 

by all the classifiers that are in the same neighborhood. Each agent will do the same work considering 

the neighborhood to which it belongs. Such collaborative approach can be considered as a scale-up of 

the classical combination and aggregation of classifiers. This allows involvement of a high number of 

elementary classifiers ensuring a dynamic way of making them interact resulting into a consensual 

classification. 

The complex massive multi-classifier system is modeled as a Multi-Agents System (MAS) [16], where 

each agent has its own different classifier and interacts with neighboring agents. The interaction consists 

of exchanging decisions within the same neighborhood. A given agent combines the decisions of its 

neighbors with its own decision, then spreads in its neighborhood the result of the combination. In such 

a system —which is complex considering the large number of its interacting elements and the 

heterogeneity of the data—, we expect that a complex dynamic environment will result and lead —in 

the manner of self- organized systems— to the emergence of a structure within the system. This structure 

consists of clusters of neighboring classifiers’ agents which have reached a consensus of classification 

(labeling). The ideal case is when a single cluster of agents having a global consensus emerges such that 

the cluster is composed of all the agents of the system. According to such a massive classification 

approach, the high volume and complexity of big data are well dealt with. The resulting classification 

method can be easily parallelized and implemented in cloud and high-performance computing systems. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide a review of the literature 

concerning both collaborative systems of multi-classifiers and some emergence-based systems. This 

allows us to discuss various aspects of the emergence in complex systems. Section 3 is devoted to the 

proposed system in which we start by presenting its architecture and its components. Next, we show 

how the complex dynamic environment is created in the system and how structures emerge, representing 
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the classification result observable in the system. In Section 4, we present the experimentation of our 

system by describing the experimental protocol, obtained results, analysis of the results and discussion. 

Finally, we conclude in Section 5 by summarizing our findings and highlighting some perspectives for 

this work. 

2. RELATED WORK 

As far as we know, few works have exploited emergence in the field of data mining. In fact, in such 

works, there are multiple challenges. For instance, it is a challenge to set local elements and patterns of 

interaction between elements so as to ensure the exhibition of an emerging phenomenon. On the other 

hand, it is also a challenge to detect and exploit an emerging phenomenon when it exists in a given 

outcome. 

In the field of sociology, an agent-based modeling approach has been proposed by Y. Chen et al. in [17]. 

This modeling aims to study the concept of social capital; i.e., the benefits obtained by individuals 

through social interactions. These benefits can emerge in the form of social support, camaraderie, 

solidarity, influence …etc. This social capital should be measured in terms of the emerging structural 

properties generated by the links between homogeneous and like-minded individuals. In another work 

[18], the authors proposed a general framework based on social capital games for studying social 

structural pattern emergence. 

A more general framework for the specification and simulation of emergence-based systems modeled 

as multi-agent systems was proposed by O. Paunovski et al. in [19] to control self-organized systems 

with emergence. They aimed at identifying in such systems some events specific to emergence and 

studying the causal relationships between the micro and the macro-levels in these systems. The proposed 

framework, which is software engineering-oriented, proceeds in two phases: In the first phase, the user 

proceeds by sequential and iterative refinement of the agent-based model, in order to ensure that the 

expected global behavior will be reached. This phase aims to detect some local elements that can 

influence the overall behavior of the system. In the second phase, a statistical correlation analysis allows 

to test if an emergence decision is observed within the system or not. Such observations allow the user 

to review some elements of the system in order to restart new modeling and simulation. 

In a previous work, the same authors proposed a fuzzy approach for determining the herd forming in 

multi-agent system-based simulations [20]. The fuzzy reasoning is used to calculate mainly two values 

specific to individuals and groups within the system. The first expresses the membership of the 

individual to a given group and the second expresses the cohesion of this group. 

In the tagging field, V. Robu et al. have studied the dynamic of tagging created in a collaborative system 

and how categorization patterns emerge from this activity [21]. In such systems, consensus on tags is 

reached and expressed as tag frequencies that follow a well-defined distribution law. From this, some 

structures emerge within the tagging system represented as graphs. The correlations within these graphs 

are used to extract tag vocabularies by partitioning them into sub-graphs formed by each of the correlated 

tags. The authors used the Kullback-Leibler distance for measuring the convergence of tag distributions. 

When this distance is close to zero, the convergence is assumed to have been reached. The time to be 

allocated to the system to reach a steady state, expressed by the number of tags produced for a given 

site, was also discussed. At the convergence of the tagging dynamic, the sub-graphs are constructed 

using a similarity criterion. Emerging vocabulary tags are then identified by using community detection 

algorithms. 

To deal with problems related to data flow analysis in multimedia wireless sensor networks, Wang et 

al. proposed in [22] an agent-based model of a collaborative system for the classification of intruder 

targets, where audio information is collected by sensors and processed by statistical methods. Next, a 

step of classification of the characteristics of these data streams allows to provide the class of the 

observed target. To perform these treatments, multi-agent negotiation mechanisms preserving energy, 

which is an essential aspect in sensor networks, are specially designed to distribute the classification 

tasks among agents using the auction protocol. Individual decisions are combined in the manner of 

classical Multiple Classifier Systems (MCSs) in order to extend the life of the network and efficiently 

conduct the collaborative processing. 

Among the possible schemes to implement a massive MCS, overcoming the problems associated with 
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the complexity of very large data, R. Mazouzi et al. proposed in [23] an architecture of a massive MCS 

modeled as a MAS and as an acquaintance network. In this system, the training data is distributed across 

a diversified set of classifier agents. Each agent is situated on a node of the network and is surrounded 

by a set of neighboring agents. The classification process begins with the arrival of the data to classify 

on a central node. The latter distributes the data across a set of agents designated according to their 

availability. Each agent labels the data to classify and combines the result with those of the agents in its 

neighborhood. In order to increase the accuracy of the system, the number of the classifiers involved in 

the combination can be increased by expanding the neighborhood (considering neighbors of neighbors). 

Recently, Maystre et al. [24] have proposed a method to make several users interact in order to 

collaboratively classify a set of items assuming that the labels are corrupted by noise. Their method is 

based on a structured probabilistic model that relates the interaction user-item and the noisy labels to 

the items to classify. Such interaction allows collaboration within the set of users in order to infer the 

correct label of a given item. In order to classify data streams in the context of Internet of Things, Sun 

et al. [25] proposed a Misclassification-Aware Collaborative Classification Algorithm (MACCA) that 

makes two modules to collaborate: the misclassification judgment module and the decision one. Such a 

strategy is proposed as an alternative of the vote technique, which is considered as degrading results by 

the authors. 

There are few systems that use MAS-based architectures for constructing multi-classifiers. The works 

proposed according to this paradigm aim at generating new schemes for combining classifiers, different 

from conventional schemes, based on the simple serial and/or parallel combination. However, no system 

to our knowledge has addressed the problem from the point of view of complex systems, where 

emergence can be exploited to differently represent the classification results. 

3. A COMPLEX SYSTEM FOR DATA CLASSIFICATION 

3.1 Overview 

We propose in this paper an emergence-based approach for supervised classification. The approach 

involves using a complex system paradigm modeled as a multi-agent system with the aim of building a 

massive multi-classifier for classifying large and complex data. So, the proposed system can be used in 

the context of Big Data. The multi-agent system consists of a large number of agents organized in a 

neighborhood system, where each agent is located within several neighbors’ agents. The neighbors’ 

agents number varies within a given range. An agent has knowledge about its neighbors and is able to 

interact with them. It also has a classifier, trained by a dedicated training data subset. 

After the training phase of all the classifiers —in order to have the most possible diversified classifiers 

by using different training subsets—, the system is ready to receive the data item to be classified. The 

latter, when available, is delivered to all agents in the system. For centralized implementation of the 

proposed system, this is done immediately by initializing the data to classify among all agents. For a 

physical distributed implementation, a delivery mechanism must be considered. It may consist in placing 

the data on any agent, then allowing agents to deliver to their neighbors. Thus, the data is progressively 

propagated in the system and finishes by reaching all the agents. 

An agent begins with classifying a data point using its own classifier. Then, cycle after cycle, it 

reclassifies the data point, considering the results of classification provided by its neighboring agents. 

The reclassification consists of a combination of local results, taking into account the accuracy and the 

performance of every classifier involved in this combination. For this, the classification method adopted 

shall allow to re-inject results of the previous classification as prior knowledge to the new classification. 

Considering a given neighborhood, the classification is performed in this neighborhood according to the 

classical parallel combination with weighted majority vote [26]. The result of the combination may be 

considered by the agent in question or not, according to the certainty of classification and the 

performance of neighboring classifiers. 

According to this pattern of interaction, classification results in a given neighborhood can spread in the 

system, because a neighbor agent is in turn a neighbor to other agents in other neighborhoods. The 

propagation evolves according to the quality of classification. Indeed, if the data point is well classified, 

then there is a tendency that the neighboring agents spread the result beyond the neighborhood. 
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However, if the classification quality is lower, there is a tendency that the agents beyond the 

neighborhood reject this result. The fact of repeating such interactions leads to creation of a complex 

dynamic environment and after a given time, the dynamic stabilizes on emerging patterns, representing 

the overall result of classification within the whole system. Ideally, a cluster of the majority of the agents 

producing the same result is formed. In other cases, separate clusters can be formed and a decision 

mechanism must be expected on how the result of classification must be retrieved. The worst situation 

happens when a cyclical dynamic environment —on the edge of chaos— remains in the system. In this 

case, no overall result can be observed and considered. 

3.2 The Classifier Agent 

It represents the basic element of the system the task of which is to classify the data presented at the 

input and interact with its neighbors in order to lead the system to a global consensus in terms of 

classification. The interaction consists of exchanging the classification results by sharing its own results 

and receiving the results of its neighbors, then combining them according to a given method of 

combination. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the used agent. The agent has two roles: 

3.2.1 Training 

The agent proceeds to train its classifier by using a training sub-set extracted by random sampling 

from a global training dataset. Let DS be the overall training dataset. By using statistical sampling, DS 

is partitioned into N sub-sets DSi, i = 1..N. 

The sampling method is based on some probability distribution selected according to the size of the 

overall training dataset, the nature of data it contains and the application field. In our case, DS is 

homogeneous; so, the uniform probability law may be used for its stochastic partitioning (Algorithm 1). 

 

Algorithm 1 sampler  
procedure    Sampler(DS, N)   ▷ dataset and agents’ count 

k ←
M

 

for i ← 1, N do ▷ for each agent 

DSi ← ϕ 

for i ← 1, N do ▷ for each sample 
P r ← Random 
idx← M · P r 

DSi ← DSi ∪ DS[idx] 

end for 

end for 

end procedure 
 

 

We have considered "not disjunctive" sub-sets (sampling with replacement), so that the resulting sub-

sets overlap with each other. Therefore, the different agents will be close in terms of classification results. 

Indeed, two agents which share some elements in their respective training subsets tend to produce similar 

results, thus promoting consensus while computing. This allows controlling the degree of diversity in 

the set of classifiers, which in the extreme diversity case hinders the convergence of the dynamic within 

the system. 

3.2.2 Classification 

This role is performed by the agent in two steps: 

1) The calculation of the initial class, using its own classifier. 

2) The re-calculation of the class using the classification results of neighbouring agents according 

to a combination rule. This calculation is iterated while the dynamic of the system has not 

been stabilized. 

In order to be able to re-introduce the combination result in the subsequent calculation step, we opted for 

the Naive Bayesian classifier [27]. 

Let k classes C1, ..., Ck  and X be the data point to classify; the class to consider, i.e., Label, corresponds 
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to the Maximum A posteriori Probability (MAP), according to the Bayes probability law: 

𝑃(𝐶/𝑋) =
𝑃(𝑋/𝐶).𝑃(𝐶)

𝑃(𝑋)
                                                                     (1) 

In our case, P (X) is constant for the whole data, thereby maximizing P (C/X) is equivalent to maximizing 

P (X/C)·P (C) and in this case, the resulting class Label may be expressed as follows: 

𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗,1..𝑘(𝑃(𝐶𝑗/𝑋). 𝑃(𝐶𝑗))                                                   (2) 

This represents the initial calculation made by any agent in order to calculate the first probability vector 

according to the Bayes probability law. The agent, in subsequent cycles, should always keep a probability 

vector, which corresponds to the best classification, since the start of the calculation. 

Combination Rule 

The combination within a given agent uses the classification results from its neighbors’ classifiers. These 

classification results are considered by the agent in question as a probability vectors, where each one 

corresponds to a neighboring agent. Let 𝑃𝑟𝑗
𝑖(𝑋)

be the probability corresponding to the class Cj , 

calculated by the classifier i and let bi be the classifier weighting factor i, calculated from the error 

rate obtained at the training step using a test dataset. This weighting factor expresses the degree of 

importance of the classifier, compared to neighboring ones. 

𝑔𝑗(𝑋) = ∑ 𝑏𝑖 . 𝑃𝑟𝑗
𝑖(𝑋)

𝑖∈𝑁𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑠(𝐴)

                                                                    (3) 

By this expression, we calculate the elements of the probability vector corresponding to the combined 

weighted prediction according to the majority vote rule. After the calculation, the agent compares the 

quality of the new combination with that it keeps as the last better classification quality. The new 

classification combination is applied only if it is better than that stored at the agent. 

When the agent adopts a new vector of probabilities, it will use it as a vector of classes prior probabilities 

(P(C)) in the next calculation cycles. In both cases, the agent starts a new calculation cycle after waiting 

a given time, required to insure that its neighbors have performed their own cycles. 

The pseudo-code in Algorithm 2 represents the cycle (combining process) of an agent A: 

Let Pr(X) be the set of the vectors of probabilities corresponding to the agents neighboring the agent A 

and A.Prediction be its own vector. The following pseudo-code calculates the new probability vector as 

a result of combination with the neighboring vectors: 

 

Algorithm 2 Agent cycle  
procedure A.COMBINE(P r(X)) 

for j ← 1,      P rediction.size do 

gj (X) ← 0 

for i ← 1,       A.Neighbors do 

𝑏𝑖  . 𝑃𝑟𝑗
𝑖(𝑋) 

end for 

end for 
P rMax ← argmax(gj (X)) 

if P rMax > argmax(A.P rediction) then 

A.P rediction = g(X) 

end if 

end procedure 
 

 

The class kept by the agent corresponds to the maximum of probabilities and its probability represents the 

quality of the classification of the data point X by the agent. Indeed, the latter updates its classification 

result according to the combination rule if and only if the new quality (MAP in the vector P rMax) 

is greater than the quality it keeps; namely, max(A.P rediction). 

Synchronization 

When an agent is about to carry out a re-calculation of combination, it invokes its neighbors to get their 
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classification results. It is possible that some of these agents may still have not achieved their current 

cycle since the last iteration. Hence, their results are the same as used by the agent in question during 

the previous cycle. But, even if that’s the case, this does not adversely affect the calculation. For the next 

iteration, the calculation will be carried out with the new results of neighboring agents when they are 

ready. 

3.3 The Multi-agent System 

As shown in Figure 2, the complex system is built as a massive multi-agent system. First, each agent 

within the system is trained by a randomly selected sub-set of the whole training data. At this stage, 

agents are independent, since they do not interact with each other. After agents are created and trained, 

the neighboring relations are randomly created, where each agent is linked to a set of other agents. This 

ensemble forms the local neighborhood, where decisions are shared and adjusted. After the dynamic 

environment of the system is stabilized, the emergent decision (final classification) is provided as an 

output of the whole system. In the next sub-sections, we provide further details of how such stages 

are initialized and executed in the multi-agent system. 

3.3.1 Creation 

A set of N agents are created to form the multi-agent system. Each agent; let it be A, at its 

initialization, selects a set of NVA agents that form its neighborhood. This number is arbitrarily 

chosen by the agent in question belonging to the interval [MinV,  MaxV] (Algorithm 3). The number 

of neighboring agents defines the density of acquaintances in the system, where the arbitrary choice of 

this number generates an asymmetrical system. The asymmetrical property allows the multi-classifier 

system to acquire the aspect of heterogeneity necessary to explore vast spaces of states in search of the 

best consensual classification. 

 

Algorithm 3 Create Neighborhood  
procedure         A.CreateNeighberhood(Agents) ▷ agents set 

A.Neighbors ← Φ 

NVA ← MinV + random(MaxV − MinV ) 

for i ← 1, NAA do 

idV ← 1 + random(Agents.size) ▷ agent id≠A.id 

A.Neighbors ← A.Neighbors ∪ {Agents(idV )} 

end for 

end procedure 
                    

                Figure 1. Agent structure.                                                 Figure 2. System building. 

3.3.2 Execution 

After the system is created, the data point to classify is submitted to all agents in the system. In the First 

step, each agent performs the initial classification of the data point using the Bayesian classifier, trained 

by its own training sub-set. Then, agents initiate a long interaction phase, where in each cycle, an agent 

carries out the re-classification of the data point by the combination of its result with those of its 

neighboring agents. This is repeated by all the agents of the system until a convergence of the system 
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dynamic occurs. This convergence is indicated by the fact that any agent maintains a steady state, 

expressed by the class that it holds and becomes constant over time. 

Figure 3 shows an example of an agent surrounded by its neighbors. The central agent A retrieves the 

classification results of a given data point X from the neighboring agents, respectively B, C, D, E and F. 

The calculated combination is kept within the agent A. The neighboring agents B . . . F, when they 

perform their cycles, retrieve in their turn the classification result of the agent A. 

3.4 Collaborative Classification 

The classification according to the presented scheme can be considered as consensual classification. 

Each agent is under the influence of two trends: 

 Its own classification (initial one), obtained from its local classifier and 

 Its neighborhood, where the classification results are provided from other different classifiers. 

Therefore, over time, some dominance in the system —in term of classification results— tends 

to spread to the whole system. 

 

           

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Local interaction of an agent. 

The complex dynamic environment that is created and maintained over time in the system tends to 

converge to a stable state. This state represents a consensus of classification within the population of 

agents. The ideal case is that all agents are stabilizing on the same result. An alternative case is to have 

clusters of agents that led each one to the same classification result. Each cluster is naturally contiguous 

due to the local interaction of agents within their respective neighbors. Otherwise, the system remains 

in an unstable state, on the edge of chaos, where no even partial consensual results of classification can 

be observed. 

The classification thus made by consensus of classifiers, observed by the emergence of stable structures 

within the system, represents a compromise decision between the different agents. Indeed, it is certain 

that if a given data point that can be conveniently classified by some classifier does not necessarily get 

the same result with other classifiers, since they have different training sub-sets. The aim of our approach 

is to achieve the best compromise between the different agents of the system, so that agents which have 

contributed significantly through their classification quality dominate the final decision. In fact, there is 

a steady state in the space of states characterized by a low dynamic environment exhibiting the 

consensual classification. This is considered as the objective function to be optimized. 

3.5 Convergence of the Complex Dynamic and Emergence of Consensus 

The complex dynamic environment, in the sense of our approach, consists of the degree of variation of 

the states (calculated classes) within the population of agents over time. Initially, the dynamic should be 

high, since the state of each agent is the result of its own decision, considering its own knowledge 

(obtained from its local initial classification model). Then, some agents begin to change their states 

under the effect of the decision combination rule. If there is an optimum of the dynamic, expressed by 

a classification consensus, this dynamic tends to be reduced and stabilizes over time. 

To detect the convergence of the dynamic interaction of agents, we observe two phenomena: 

1) It is considered that there is convergence if all agents (or the majority of them) keep their states 

unchanged for several execution cycles. When the dynamic environment stabilizes, the system 

stops and classification result can be retrieved. 
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2) By using some global entropy quantification to measure the degree of variation of the overall 

system state. This global state is the superposition of all states of the agents within the system. 

In the literature, several studies have used entropy to measure activity in dynamic systems. 

Indeed, when the system becomes homogeneous, its entropy tends to be minimal [28]. The 

homogeneity corresponding to the absence of any structure within the system is called in this 

case isotropic. In digital systems, such as ours, we specifically use the Shannon entropy [29]. If 

the calculated entropy is low enough, we assume that there is a global consensus within the 

population of agents and the authenticity of the obtained results, depends on the value of the 

entropy. 

In complex systems, the dynamic environment is something that is observed by an external observer. 

The convergence of the dynamic that can lead to the emergence of certain stable structures within the 

system can be detected only by this observer. In our case, we must be able to perform a number of steps 

to determine whether there is convergence or divergence in the sense of emergent stable structures 

within the population of agents. 

To do this, we arbitrarily choose a small number of agents in the system and follow the evolution of 

their states with the aim of detecting convergence of the dynamic within this sub-set of agents. This idea 

is inspired by the Monte-Carlo method [30], which involves estimating properties of a system by 

measuring properties related to a sub-set of its elements drawn randomly. In our case, each agent in the 

considered subset is observed in order to see whether its state becomes invariant over time. This state 

corresponds to a class that the agent has by calculating the maximum a posteriori probability according 

to Bayes law. The system continues evolving until the states of the various agents in the observed sample 

become invariant. In this case, the dynamic environment is considered to have stabilized, then we 

proceed to the entropy measure to decide whether there is consensus within the population of agents or 

not. 

3.5.1 Sample Selection and Test of Convergence 

We consider 10 % of the population of agents as a sample for measuring the convergence of the dynamic. 

This number is assumed sufficient to estimate the overall state of the system. Let E be the set of agents 

representing the observed sample. To test the stability of the state of each agent A within the sample, 

we need to perform certain calculations. For each agent A, an attribute, called Invariant, is initialized to 

False, given that all agents are not invariant at the beginning of the dynamic. 

Within an agent, at each execution cycle, the pseudo-code in Algorithm 4 is executed; so, after several 

cycles, the value of Invariant is set to True when the corresponding agent executes several cycles 

(CyclesThreshold). 

 

Algorithm 4 Test of agent’s state invariance 
if  A.NewState = A.CurrentState then 

Inc A.CyclesCount 

else 
A.CyclesCount ← 0 

end if 
if  A.CyclesCount   >  CyclesT hreshold      then 

A.Invariant ← T rue 

end if 
A.NewState = A.CurrentState 

 

CyclesThreshold, which represents the number of cycles to consider before deciding whether the 

dynamic stability is reached or not, is a system parameter defined experimentally using a testing dataset. 

After a certain amount of time to allow the system to move towards a convergence state, tests are 

performed periodically by an observer entity of the system. This involves testing whether all the states’ 

agents in the considered sample are invariant or not (all set to T rue). The observer pseudo-code to 

test the overall convergence is introduced in algorithm 5. If the time allowed for the system to stabilize; 

i.e., MaxT ime, has elapsed without convergence, we can deduce that the system remains in permanent 

instability and a convergence state is not possible for the data point to be classified. The maximum period 

of calculation will also be set experimentally. 
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3.5.2 Entropy Calculation 

Equation 4 expresses the entropy, corresponding to a system with M states, where Pi represents the 

probability that the system is in the state i. We use the value of entropy to identify the presence or 

absence of structures in the population of agents. Typically, the presence of clusters of homogeneous 

agents (leading to the same class), corresponds to a low entropy. In contrast, the divergence of all the 

agents in terms of classes corresponds to high values of entropy. Ideally, if all agents have concluded to 

the same class, we will have the lowest value of entropy. 

 

Algorithm 5 System overall convergence 
Convergence ← False 

while ComputingT ime < MaxT ime and Convergence = False do  

if  ∀i, E(i).Invariant = Ture then 

Convergence ← T rue; 

end if 
wait(Delay) 

ComputingT ime ← ComputingT ime + Delay 

end while 
if Convergence = T rue then 

Computing the entropy 

else 

Non stability ⇒ Consensus failed 

end if 
 

 

𝐻 = − ∑ 𝑃𝑖  . 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑃𝑖

𝑖

                                                                       (4) 

Let A be a given agent, with NVA neighbors. The entropy in the neighborhood of this agent is expressed 

as follows: 

𝐻𝐴 = − ∑ 𝑃𝐴
𝑙  . 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑃𝐴

𝑙

𝐶

𝑖=1

                                                                     (5) 

where C is the set of classes and 𝑃𝐴
𝑙  the probability that the agent A concludes to the class l. We estimate  

𝑃𝐴
𝑙  by calculating the relative frequency of class l in the neighborhood of the agent A.  

𝑃𝐴
𝑙 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑙

𝑁𝑉𝐴+1
                                                 (6) 

HA is null if all agents have the same state, ∃𝑃𝐴
𝑐   = 1, ∀k, k≠c, 𝑃𝐴

𝑙 = 0; in this case: 

− ∑ 𝑃𝐴
𝑙  𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝐴

𝑙 = −𝑃𝐴
𝑐  𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝐴

𝑐 = 0, Which corresponds to the minimal value of HA. 

The entropy at an agent is high if there is a divergence in the different classes concluded in its 

neighborhood. It is low in the opposite case and null if all the agents in the neighborhood conclude to 

the same class. 

HA is high if 𝑃𝐴
𝑙 , l = 1...C are uniformly distributed. 

     

(a) (b)                                              (c) 

Figure 4. Clusters of agents according to H: (a) The ideal case where H is minimal: presence of 

one cluster (representing the emergent consensual decision); (b) H is low: presence of clusters, but we 

can retrieve a dominant class from the biggest cluster; (c) H is high: no emergent structure. 
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Global Entropy 

Considering the entropy in each agent of the system, the overall entropy of the system is the sum of the 

entropies of the different agents: 𝐻 = ∑ 𝐻𝐴𝐴  

The use of the thresholds for the global entropy H allows determining in which state the classification 

system has been stabilized. Figures 4 (a), (b) and (c) illustrate some examples of convergence with 

different system entropies. Various colors represent the difference in terms of classes concluded by 

each respective agent, corresponding to the data point to be classified. 

4. EXPERIMENTATION 

We have performed experimentation to demonstrate the significance of the proposed classification 

approach. In the following experimental analysis, we will show that results are obtained according to 

emergent consensus within the population of agents and that leveraging emergence in such complex 

system results in improvement of the classification results. 

First, we consider various training datasets. From each training set, we will extract N non-disjoint 

training sub-sets and link each one to an agent within the multi-agent system. Such a way of selecting 

training data ensuring the desired diversity is a key aspect for Big Data classification. To do this, we 

consider several agents selected randomly within their population of agents. Each selected agent with 

its neighboring agents are considered as a classic parallel multi-classifier. We first calculate the 

accuracy of each classifier separately; then, we determine accuracy of results from the combination 

according to a weighted majority vote of each agent with its neighbors. Finally, we compare the 

obtained accuracy with that obtained by detection of emergent classes. 

At the current state of our work, we have proceeded for experimenting our approach by an endogenous 

comparison, where results obtained according to the proposed method are compared to those obtained 

with conventional classifiers. We used the Naive Bayesian classifier, because it provides the quality of 

labeling (as the posterior probability) of a given data item. This is a key attribute necessary to make 

interacting agents and adjusting their decisions. 

In a first experiment, we put 500 agents in interaction to classify a test set of 10,000 instances from the 

well-known KDDCup99 dataset on intrusion detection, which contains about 5 million instances, 

described by 43 attributes [31]. The comparison of: First, the five best average accuracy rates obtained 

by classifiers, taken separately; second, the five best sets of classifiers combined with their direct 

neighbors; and third, the accuracy rate achieved by the system of emergent classes, is as follows: 

 84.11% of accuracy rate on average for the 5 best classifiers. 

 84.88% of accuracy rate on average for local sets of classifiers (neighborhood). 

 86.85% achieved by the overall system (with emergence). 

This result confirms our hypothesis that with a complex system with "relevant" interactions at the local 

level, the labels that emerge at the global level within this system are overally better than all the results 

of individual classifiers or local sets of classifiers. On the other hand, the weak point of the complex 

system-based method is mainly related to the computation time. 

So, in terms of execution time, the classification time for the entire test sub-set is 7920 seconds, which 

is almost 4.5 times longer than classifying with a three-neighborhood level (considering neighbors of 

neighbors) and almost 8 times longer than using one level of neighborhood. The deployment of the 

experience to a real Cloud architecture could reduce the time of classification, but this does not seem 

fully compatible with big data labeling, because: 

 The execution time is longer, 

 The entire infrastructure is used to classify each data point. 

Additionally, we should note that significantly better accuracy rates can be found in other work dealing 

with KDDCup99. This can be mainly the consequence of the choice of the type of classifier (Naive 

Bayes) which has relatively low individual performances on the considered dataset. Nevertheless, it is 

the most suitable algorithm for our approach, because it provides some parameters necessary for agent 

interaction. However, the goal of our experiments was to confirm the improvement brought by the 

approach based on a set of classifiers compared to classifiers taken separately and the improvement 
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brought by our approach based on the emergence within the global system, compared to that based on 

small sets of classifiers. 

Table 1. Accuracy rates (Agents, Neighborhoods,        Table 2. Accuracy rates (Agents, Neighborhoods, 

Global) - Connect-4.                                               Global) – Covertype. 

 

In order to consolidate the results achieved with the KDDCup99 dataset, we have used less known other 

datasets: Connect − 4 [32] and Covertype [33]. The following is a brief description of each one: 

 Connect − 4 is a game, where each of the two players tries to line up four of their pieces in a 

grid of 6 rows and 7 columns. The strategy of the game is to try to line up four of one’s own 

pieces, but at the same time prevent the opposing player from having a row of four of his/her 

pieces. Each space in the game grid represents an attribute of the dataset and each instance 

in the dataset represents the legal positions corresponding to the first 8 moves of a game for 

which no player has yet won. The class represents the result of the game vis-à-vis the first player 

(won, lost or drawn); this result will be obtained if both players continue to play "perfectly". 

The dataset contains 67557 instances (games), 42 attributes and 3 classes. 

 Covertype dataset is composed of geospatial data created by the USFS Forest Inventory and 

Analysis (FIA) and the Remote Sensing Applications Center (RSAC) to show the extent, 

distribution and composition of forest cover in the United States. It contains 581,012 instances, 

54 attributes and 7 classes. Each instance contains data for a 30 x 30 meter cell and the class 

represents the type of forest cover. 

Tables 1 and 2 represent results recorded for the Connect −4 and Covertype datasets, respectively. We 

have noted the three best accuracy rates considering the results obtained at the agent level and at the 

neighborhood level. The overall accuracy rate achieved by all the agents with a consensus on the 

classification is also shown. 

The obtained results show the improvement in accuracy rates from the agent and its neighborhood to the 

overall system result (Figure 5). The improvement recorded by agent sets in the neighborhood is explained 

by the principle of the classical combination of classifiers (on average 73,9% for Connect–4 and 75,4% 

for Covertype). We also note the improvement of accuracy rate at the level of the overall system (78,3% 

for Connect-4 and 76,7% for Covertype), achieved by the combination of results within the global 

population of agents having reached consensus for labeling (emerging classification). 

These results confirm our hypothesis about the potential of the interaction of agents (classifiers) in a 

massive system for improving data classification accuracy. However, certainly there is still some more 

work to be done in studying the dynamic environment within such systems so as to understand how the 

parameters inherent to these systems influence the quality of the results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Accuracy rates improvement for Connect-4 and Covertype. 

 Top three accuracy rates (%) 

Agents Neighborhoods 

#1 55 75,4 

#2 53,6 73,9 

#3 52,1 72,5 

Average 53,5 73,9 

Global 78,3 

 Top three accuracy rates (%) 

Agents Neighborhoods 

#1 63,1 75,9 

#2 62,8 75,3 

#3 62,1 75,1 

Average 62,8 75,4 

Global 76,7 
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5. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we proposed a consensual approach for data classification. The approach is intended to 

be adapted to complex data. Such data which can be of very high volume, of high dimensionality and 

possibly distributed can be handled efficiently using our approach with emphasis on both the quality of 

classification and the scalability of the solution. We used the paradigm of complex systems modeled 

as multi-agent systems to design a massive multi-classifier system. We have qualified it as massive, 

because it is assumed to contain a very large number of elementary classifiers put in interaction. The 

interaction generates phenomena relating to complex systems, such as the emergence of structure at the 

macro-level of the system. The emergent structure we desire is the consensual decision that the 

population of a majority of agents may have. The timeline is arrived at when agents that belong to 

local neighborhoods communicate their classification results. Then, over time, a complex dynamic 

environment sets within the system, which tends to converge on an emerging structure that represents 

a classification consensus within the population of agents. Finally, we retrieve this consensual decision 

as the label of the treated data point. Our approach is not suitable for a system that needs real-time 

processing. This is because in such a system, the time needed for the complex dynamic environment to 

stabilize so that the phenomenon of emergence appears may be too long. This is not desirable for a real-

time processing system. 

In the future perspective of this work, it is essential to push the experiments further in order to improve 

the proposed approach. This will enable better understanding of how to refine the parameters of the 

system and control the created dynamic environment in order to achieve better classification results. 
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 ملخص البحث:

مم نال العملنممذلعمممضهلفل همم للممقل ممضعلعم معمماللعمتل فممذلفمم لعاف امم عللممقلعمنخمم      لعمنتلمم    لعمض  ليتضممن 

لُف عع ممم للممم  لعمتمممقلف لتلممم نفقلمتخممم ب لعم ب فممم  ل  مممالفلممم ن علفلة ممم   للممم لالفنممم ظلعممممالن ممم نلفظممم ان   لفُظنممم 

مممم  ل لملضممممذلفة مفممممالعلن منخمممم      لعمت ة ب يممممال لنن نض مممماللعمنخمممم    لعمنتلمممم   لعمض  فت ع ممم لف مممم ُلم ليةمممم  الم عنع

لفمممالعمل عفمممذلعمنت عن مممالللبنممم لن لك بممم ن لك ظممم الُفتلممم   لعمل عفمممذتللنف ممم ليتكممم  لفمممال ممم  ن ممم عمن مممرل   ب نممم لنلج

لعمت    مممممذل لهممممملب  لن  مممممالعمن مممممت  لعمنبكممممم نهتللمممممن   ملفخممممم    ن ل نج ل  فمممممذن فلمممممب ايلعبلي لممممم لكمممممذ 

علمة  ممم  ل لنلةممم  ل  فمممذن لف نممم  لنيةممم الكمممذ  ممم لفتممم بقلتخممم ب لكمممذ ن عانتممم عبقلنمممبالعمل عفمممذليتنا مممذللمممقل نج

ع لفمممالعمل عفمممذتل  مممضععلتخممم يأللعبي  بممماللنانممم لفت باممم لفممم ل ممم عم  لف نممم لنلمممبجلم عنلكممملفتممم بقل   العا ت ممم م لذ ن

ل  فممذ لننممضم لت تمم ل ي  فب ممالل مم عملكممذ  ل ع ممذل   ممذلننخمم م ل نميممالن لفت عر  مل ممضعلعملن بمماللنتممكذن نتتكمم  

لفلمممب اتلت مممتة ل مممضعلعم ي  فب ممماللعمنلة ممم  تل ممم فلالعلنلممم ج ل لعف ا عبممماللفلة ممم  ل ع مممذلعم  ظممم ا لننلممم لتفمممان بمممالن ن ج

علمبرممم  ظلن م  ممم اللم  ب فممم  لعمتمممقلفالحظتنممم ل  مممالعمن مممت  لعمنممم ك نهلنتُلممم  لتل مممتت  ل هممم بب  علم   ع لممم 

لعم تمم بقلعمت ا ي بمماللعمتممقلحخمم   ل  بنمم لنعمنة مفمماللفمم لفتمم بقل ف يممُ للممقلتخمم ب ن   نعمامم ي لن مممضك لم  

ممم لاللعم   يةممماللعمنةت حمممالللمممقلتل مممبالعمت خممم عمنخممم      لعمت ة ب يممماللتُظنممم لعفك فب ممم ب لنم لتكممم  لنممم يالعلمانج

ل   لنف عكنتن  عمنخ   ل
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